We consider the autonomous reaction-di usion system
Introduction
It is a well known fact (see 13] , 10], 14], 15]) that bounded solutions of an autonomous reaction-di usion equation of the form u t = u xx + q(u); t > 0; 0 < x < 1;
with Dirichlet-boundary conditions and > 0 tend to stationary solutions. ; t > 0; 0 < x < 1 (2) with Dirichlet boundary conditions and > 0. In oder to understand the dynamics of reaction-di usion systems, the description of the dynamics of the model system can be looked at as a rst step. Results 4] , 5] show that periodic motion exists under appropriate conditions on f. We note that although system (3) is relatively simple, its dynamics seriously di er from the dynamics known for one equation (1) .
In the present paper we prove a kind of Poincar e-Bendixson theorem for the model system (3) with Dirichlet boundary condition on (0; 1), > 0: every (bounded) solution of (3) tends either to the zero solution or to a periodic solution. This result is much stronger than 4], 5] because our conditions on f are much weaker and we get convergence of all solutions to periodic solutions or to zero but not only existence of periodic orbits. We note that there are similar results 2], 6] for a single non-autonomous equation u t = u xx + h(t; x); t > 0; 0 < x < 1; where h is su ciently smooth and periodic with respect to t. In the Poincar e-Bendixson theorem for system of class (3) 
with Dirichlet boundary conditions. The fact that the dynamics of (4) are well known allows us to describe the dynamics of all planar solutions of (3) . A careful examination of this dynamics together with the fact that all solutions tend to planar solutions is needed for the proof of the Poincar e-Bendixson result.
Since all solutions of (3) tend to planar solutions, periodic solutions have to be planar, in particular. In order to describe further results, we distinguish between planar periodic solutions where the radial part r has zeros in (0; 1) named PPSZ (planar periodic solutions with zeros) and planar periodic solutions where r has no zeros in (0; 1) PPSN (planar periodic solutions with no zeros). We prove that every PPSZ is unstable. 
which means that f decreases along every ray which starts at the origin, then we show that every PPSN is stable. The proof is long and technical and uses the well known concept of oscillation numbers 1] as well as the new concept of torsion numbers 3], which is a tool for the examination of symmetric reaction-di usion systems.
We note that these results on the stability of periodic solutions are analogous to the well known result 10,pp.118] that, under some monotonicity condition on q, every stationary solution u 0 of (1) is stable if and only if u 0 has no zero in (0; 1). If we assume, in addition to (5) Since f is continuously di erentiable, it is a well known fact that the solutions 
the (uniquely determined) solution of (3) which has initial value (u; v)(0) = (u 0 ; v 0 ). We introduce the !-limit set by !(u 0 ; v 0 ) := (u; v) 2 H (3) which has initial value (u 0 ; v 0 ) by (u; v). Let ! 0 (u 0 ; v 0 ) be the !-limit set associated with the rotated system (6). We take (u; v) 2 ! 0 (u 0 ; v 0 ). Then there is a sequence (t n ) of positive real numbers such that t n % 1 (n ! 1) and jj(u;v)(t n ) ? (u; v)jj C 1 ! 0 (n ! 1):
In particular, we get ! 0 (u 0 ; v 0 ) C Thus, y has no zero outside Q and at most one zero in every set Q j . It is clear that y has a zero in Q 1 as well as in Q n . We take j 2 f2;:::;n ? 1g. Since y 0 (x j ? j )y 0 (x j + j ) < 0 and x j j 2 K, it follows that y(x j ? j )y(x j + j ) < 0.
Thus, y has at least one zero in Q j . Therefore, y has exactly one zero in each set Q j an no zeros outside Q. Since (3) with initial value (u 0 ; v 0 ) and (u; v) be the solution with initial value (u 0 ; v 0 ). Furthermore, let (w; z) and (w; z) be the corresponding rotated solutions.
Using 3] we see that there is t 0 > 0 and ' : t 0 ; 1) 0; 1] ! IR such that '(t; ) 2 C( 0; 1]) for all t 2 t 0 ; 1) and z(t; x) w(t; x) = tan '(t; x) for all (t; x) 2 t 0 ; 1) (0; 1).
If '(t; ) was constant for some t t 0 , then (w; z)(t), and, thus, (u; v)(t) would be planar. Then, Lemma 1 would imply that (u; v) is a planar solution of (3). Hence, we would have (u 0 ; v 0 ) 2 P which contradicts our assumption. Thus, '(t; ) is not constant for any t t 0 . We introduce m(t) := maxf'(t; x) : x 2 0; 1]g for all t t 0 . For t t 0 , we take x(t) 2 0; 1] such that '(t; x(t)) = m(t) (we note that we do not get any smoothness property of the map t 0 ; 1) 3 t 7 ! x(t) 2 0; 1]).
2. We take t 1 t 0 and set ' 1 := m(t 1 ). We consider the normalized rotated solution ?sin(
We note that (w 0 ; z 0 )( +t 1 ?' 1 ) :
is a solution of the rotated system. Since we have '(t 1 ; x(t 1 )) = m(t 1 ) = ' 1 , it follows that z 0 (t 1 ; x(t 1 )) = 0.
The fact that '(t; ) is not constant for any t t 0 implies that z 0 (t 1 ; ) 6 0. Since ' 1 is a maximum of '(t 1 ; ), it follows that z 0 (t 1 ; ) has a multiple zero at x(t 1 ). Using the oscillation number results 1] (see part 3 of Remark 1), we obtain that the number of zeros of z 0 (t; ) is nite and non-increasing for all t > 0. Furthermore, the number of zeros decreases whenever z 0 (t; ) has a multiple zero. Let Z(t), Thus, we have jj(u;v)( n + ) ? (u; v)( )jj C 1 ! 0 (n ! 1); for all > 0, and we get, using the de nition of the (normalized) rotated solution, jj(w 0 ; z 0 )( n + t 1 + ) ? (w 0 ; z 0 )(t 1 + )jj C 1 ! 0 (n ! 1) (7) for all > ?t 1 . We take + 2 (0; t 1 ). Using (7) with = + , Lemma 3 implies that Z( n + t 1 + + ) ! Z(t 1 + + ) =: Z + : Using (7) with = ? + , Lemma 3 implies that Z( n + t 1 ? + ) ! Z(t 1 ? + ) =: Z ? :
Since we have Z + < Z ? , there is n 0 > 0 such that Z( n 0 + t 1 + + ) =: Z 0 < Z ? .
Since n % 1, there is n 1 > n 0 such that n ? + > n 0 + + for all n n 1 .
Because Z is non-increasing, it follows that Z( n + t 1 ? + ) Z( n 0 + t 1 + + ) = Z 0 < Z ? for all n n 1 which contradicts the fact that Z( n + t 1 ? + ) ! Z ? (n ! 1).
Hence, we get a contradiction and the proof is complete. (ii) A periodic solution of (3) which is also a planar solution of (3) is called a planar periodic solution (we will just write PPS). Proof. 1 . Let (u; v) be the solution of (3) which has initial value (u 0 ; v 0 ). We take (u 0 ; v 0 ) 2 !(u 0 ; v 0 ) and denote the solution of (3) In order to prove the theorem, we (only) have to show that r(2 ) = r(0), which implies that (u 0 ; v 0 ) 2 P P f(0;0)g and, if (u 0 ; v 0 ) 6 = (0; 0), then (u; v) is periodic with period 2 .
We assume that r(2 ) 6 = r(0), i.e. r(0) is not a xed point of the map If we have shown that r 0 was chain recurrent, then 7,Corollary 2.2] implies that r 0 would be a xed point of T 1 which is a contradiction. 2. We take " > 0. We introduce the map In case that > 0, we replace (u 0 ; v 0 ) by (u; v) (2 ) . Note that this has no in uence on the omega limit set, i.e. !((u; v)( )) = !(u 0 ; v 0 ). Hence, we can assume that = 0, i.e. t n ? t n ] ! 0 (n ! 1). Furthermore, we may assume that t 1 > 1. Since the orbit We set n 0 := maxfn 1 ; n 2 g. 4 . We setk := n 0 +1 ? n 0 + 1 and introducê j := (u; v)(2 ( n 0 + j)) for all j = 0; 1; : : : ;k ? 1.
Furthermore Proof. Let ? := f(u;v)(t) : t 0g be the periodic orbit. Since (u; v) is periodic, we obtain that !((u; v)(0)) = ? :
Thus, Theorem 2 implies that ? P P and that (u; v) has period 2 . This means that (u; v) is a PPS, and the proof is complete.
Conclusion. Let (u; v) be a solution of (3). By Theorem 2 we obtain that dist H 1 0 f(u;v)(t);P P f(0;0)gg ! 0 (t ! 1):
This means that every solution tends either to the zero solution or it is asymptotically periodic with asymptotic period 2 .
Stability properties
In the last section we have proved that every solution which does not tend to the zero solution is asymptotically periodic with period 2 . Furthermore, we know that every periodic solution is a PPS. In this section we want to discuss whether these PPSs are stable or not. One can easily verify that r is a solution of the linear PDE y t = y xx + g (w;z) (t; x)y; t > 0; 0 < x < 1; with Dirichlet boundary conditions. Thus, oscillation number results 1] ensure that the number of zeros of r(t; ) is nite and non-increasing for all t > 0. Since (u; v) and, thus, r is periodic, it follows that the number of zeros of r(t; ) is constant (i.e. independent of t). Since r(t 0 ; ) has at least one zero in (0; 1), all functions r(t; ) have at least one zero in (0; 1). 
then we can prove that every PPSN is stable. Loosely speaking, condition (9) means that the graph of f has its maximum at the origin and f looks like a 'cap', i.e. it decreases along every ray which starts at the origin. : (10) If the period map of the linear system (10) has a simple eigenvalue 1 and all other eigenvalues are contained in a disc ID = f 2 C : j j g for some < 1, then the PPSN (u; v) is stable (see for example 10]). We note that in our autonomous situation the period map of the linear variational system will always have an eigenvalue 1. 2. Let P be the spectrum of the period map associated with system (10) (which is the time-2 -map). It is a well known fact that the period map is compact and P n f0g consists only of eigenvalues (see, for example, 10,p.197] or 11,p.236]).
Since the time-2 -map is a compact operator 10], we only have to show that the period map has a simple eigenvalue 1, while all other eigenvalues are contained in the unit disc f 2 C : j j < 1g. We assume that 2 C is an eigenvalue of the period map which satis es j j 1.
We want to show that = 1 and 1 is a simple eigenvalue. Let (u; v) be the, in general complex-valued, solution of the linear system (10) which satis es (u; v) (2 ) 
Furthermore, we have (w; z)(2 ) = (w; z)(0), i.e. (w; z)(0) is an eigenvector of the period map associated with the rotated system (11). 3. We examine the linear equation
Since r is periodic with period 2 , we can apply a result of Chow, Lu and Mallet- (13) has only simple and positive eigenvalues which only accumulate at the origin. Furthermore, A is a compact and self adjoint operator 9]. Thus, there is an ONS of eigenfunctions of the time-2 -map of (12) . Since is linear, (2 ) =^ (0) implies that^ (2 ) =^ ^ (0), too. Thus, there is an ONS f n : n 2 INg of eigenfunctions of the period map associated with (12) with corresponding eigenvalues n , n & 0.
We want to prove that the continuous representative 1 ( ) of 1 has no zero in (0; 1). We assume that 1 ( ) has at least one zero in (0; 1). We take " > 0 such that (the continuous representative of) (") 0 := sin( ) + " 1 has no zero in (0; 1) and the scalar product ( (") 0 ; 1 ) H 1 0 is not zero. Let (") be the solution of (12) In this step we assume that z 6 0. Since z solves the linear equation (12) and z(2 ) = z(0), we get 2 (0; 1) by Step 3. Since z 6 0, the real part or the imaginary part of z is not identically zero. Let z 0 be either the real part or the imaginary part of z such that z 0 is not identically zero.
We note that (z 0 ( ; ); r( ; )) 2 C((0; 1) 0; 1]; IR 
with Dirichlet boundary condition, i.e. (z 0 ( ; 0); r( ; 0)) (z 0 ( ; 1); r( ; 1)) 0.
Since r(t; x) 6 = 0 for all x 2 (0; 1), t > 0, we can apply 3] which ensures that there are t 0 > 0 and ' 2 C( t 0 ; 1) 0; 1]; IR) such that z 0 (t; x) r(t; x) = tan '(t; x) for all (t; x) 2 t 0 ; 1) (0; 1). Furthermore, r(t; ) > 0 in (0; 1) implies that we can choose ' such that ? =2 '(t; x) =2 for all (t; x) 2 t 0 ; 1) 0; 1]. Then the so called torsion number and, in particular, (2 (n 0 + 1)) = (2 n 0 ). Since is strictly decreasing, it follows that < 1, which contradicts the choice of in Step 2. Hence, Case 1 cannot occur. Case 2. 0. Since m + and m ? are constant and they coincide, '(t; ) must be constant for all t t 0 , i.e. there is 2 (? =2; =2) such that '(t; x) = for all (t; x). We set c 0 := tan 2 IR. By de nition of ', we obtain that z 0 (t; x) = c 0 r(t; x) for all t t 0 , x 2 0; 1].
Since we get the same result for non-zero real and the imaginary part of z, it follows that z is a multiple of r, i.e. there is c 2 C such that z = cr.
5. In this step we assume that z 0. Then w solves the linear equation (14), i.e. w(0) is an eigenfunction of the time-2 -map T w associated with equation (14) with corresponding eigenvalue . By
Step 3 we know that the eigenvalues of T w are real, positive and accumulate only at 0.
Let^ > 0 be the maximal eigenvalue of T w ,ŵ the corresponding eigenfunction. We note thatŵ is positive by Step 3. Sinceŵ is a solution of (14), it follows (by the variation of constants formula) that ŵ(0) =ŵ (2 ) which implies that^ is smaller than 1. Thus, the maximal eigenvalue of T w is smaller than 1. In particular, is not an eigenvalue of T w . Since z 0 would imply that T w w = w, we obtain that z 6 0 for the eigenfunction (w; z) of the period map mentioned in Step 2 with corresponding eigenvalue , j j 1. 6. By Step 5, j j 1 implies that z 6 0. Thus, Step 4 gives = 1 and z = cr with c 2 C. Hence, = 1 is the only possible eigenvalue of the period map associated with the variational system (10) which lies in f 2 C : j j 1g. Thus, it only remains to show that = 1 is a simple eigenvalue. An elementary computation shows that the solution (u 1 ; v 1 ) of (10) which has initial value (?r t (0); r(0)) is an eigenfunction of the time-2 -map with eigenvalue 1. Let (u 2 ; v 2 ) be another eigenfunction associated with eigenvalue 1. Furthermore, de ne rotated solutions (w j ; z j ), j = 1; 2, as in De nition 1. Then we get z 2 then there is no periodic solution of (3). In particular, this means that all solutions of (3) tend to the zero solution.
Proof. We assume that there is a periodic solution (u; v) of (3 We note that condition (9) implies that f( ; ) < f(0; 0) for all ( ; ) 2 IR 2 n f(0;0)g. Hence, we obtain using (19) 
We note that the spectrum of L consists only of simple and isolated (complex conjugated) eigenvalues 9] ? n 2 2 + f(0; 0) i ; n = 1; 2; 3; : : :
We take 0 > 0 such that ? 0 2 + f(0; 0) = 0. Thus, L 0 has a pair of pure imaginary eigenvalues i. Furthermore, if we take > 0 , then the spectrum of L is contained in H " := f 2 C : Re ?"g for some " = "( ) > 0. Hence, the zero solution is a stable solution of (3) for > 0 . We note that L has at least two eigenvalues with positive real part if < 0 ; thus, the zero solution of (3) is unstable for < 0 . Hence, by well known bifurcation results 10] we obtain that there is a uniquely determined stable periodic solution which bifurcates from the origin when becomes smaller than 0 . By Corollary 1, this periodic solution is planar. By Theorem 3, it cannot be a PPSZ; thus, it is an PPSN. This means that there are a positive number > 0 and points r 2 H 
We take a n = a n (t 0 ; ) 2 IR such thatr (t 0 ) = p Thus, we get (û ;v )(t) 2 C for all t. 3 . We assume that there is > 0 and a stable periodic solution (û ;v )(t) = r (t)(cos t; sint) of (3). By Theorem 3, it follows that (û ;v ) is a PPSN. We note that the periodic orbit? := f(û ;v )(t) : t 2 IRg intersects the hyperplane transversally (using only the de nition of PPSs). Thus, we can introduce the Poincare map H \ Q ! H where Q is some neighbourhood of (û ;v )(0) = (r (0); 0). As shown in the proof of Theorem 4, the spectrum of the Poincare map consists only of isolated eigenvalues of nite multiplicity which are contained in some disc f 2 C : j j < g, < 1. Hence, the implicit function theorem implies that there is = ( ) > 0 and a uniquely determined continuous map ( ? ; + ) 3^ 7 ! (û^ (0);v^ (0)) 2 H such that the solution (û^ ;v^ ) of (3) (with di usion constant^ ), which has initial value (û^ (0);v^ (0)), is a stable periodic solution of (3). Thus, it has to be a PPSN, i.e. (û^ ;v^ )(t) =r^ (t)(cos(t + '^ ); sin(t + '^ )) where '^ is real andr^ (t; ) has no zero in (0; 1) for all t. Furthermore, the map R : ( ? ; + ) 3^ 7 !r^ (0) 2 fy 2 H Since the trivial solution is the only stationary solution of (3), we get (u 0 ; v 0 ) = (0; 0), and a stable periodic solution bifurcates from the origin at^ = i + . As shown in Step 1, the spectrum of the linear variational operator L^ at the zero solution consists only of eigenvalues with the property that all eigenvalues have negative real part if^ > 0 , there is at least one eigenvalue with positive real part if^ < 0 . Hence, a stable periodic solution can only bifurcate from the origin at^ = 0 . This implies that i + = 0 which contradicts our assumption. Case 2. (u 0 ; v 0 ) is a periodic solution.
Since (û^ (0);v^ (0)) is a PPSN for all^ 2 ( ? ; i + ), it follows that (u 0 ; v 0 ) has a continuous representative which is non-negative in (0; 1). Hence, (u; v)(t; 0 ; (u 0 ; v 0 ))
